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THE BENEFITS OF IN-HOUSE FDG DISPENSING
Recently we finished a project in our own backyard. Just a bit further east from our HQ in Zevenaar, there
is a hospital called Streekziekenhuis Koningin Beatrix (SKB) in Winterswijk, close to the German border.
Since the summer of 2020, the nuclear medicine department houses a PET/CT scan. This project started
in 2017 and obviously includes more inventory than just the PET/CT scan. That is where Von Gahlen
came in. Jenny Nijnuis is Senior Staff Member Medical Imaging and Nuclear Medicine and she reflects on
cooperating with Von Gahlen. Arnod Busser, Area Sales Manager at Von Gahlen, joins the conversation.

INVESTING IN A PET/CT SCAN
Jenny kicks off by going back three years: “It all started with a business case to investigate the possibility of
adding a PET/CT scan to our facility. Until recently we had to refer patients to other hospitals for diagnosing.
Investing in a modern PET/CT scan and additional equipment turned out to be financially interesting, but also
much more convenient for our patients. We don’t have to send them to hospitals further from their homes
anymore. For financial reasons we also decided to go for in-house dispensing of Fluor-De(s)oxy-Glucose (FDG)
by drawing up the right doses in syringes. The alternative would be purchasing complete and off-the-shelf
syringes, but the long term expenses will be way too high. Especially when you add the transportation costs
for such products. An extra benefit for our patients is the fact that we now have the flexibility to immediately
dispense an extra dose if we urgently need to scan a patient.”

The brand new PET/CT scan at SKB Winterswijk.
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Von Gahlen’s Shielded Laminar Hood at SKB Winterswijk

ADDING VON GAHLEN EQUIPMENT
“For that matter we installed a Shielded Laminar Hood – SPECT with a double, electrically elevated, generator
safe for Technetium”, Arnod explains. “And since FDG radiation is relatively strong, we shielded the hood with 50
mm of lead instead of the regular 10 to 25 mm shielding. This makes this laminar hood specifically tailored for
working both with Technetium as well as FDG. A customer specific solution, efficiently solving the challenges of
working with both isotopes. We also tailor-made three shielded pass through hatches, which were integrated
in the lab. This allows to safely pass on the syringe that Jenny prepares in the SLH, to the other side of the lab
wall where Jenny’s colleagues can further transport the syringe to the patient. To do so, we also delivered the
syringe carriers.”

Three tailor-made shielded pass through hatches
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A FIRST TIME PARTNERSHIP
Although Von Gahlen and SKB are basically
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MAKING SURE TO BE FOR SURE
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the highly protocolled way Von Gahlen works”.
According to Arnod there is a reason for that: “Well,
it’s not like delivering, let’s say, a washing machine.
We also try to convince ourselves of the quality of
our productions. It’s a customer specific product and
we want to make absolutely sure that everything
the customer asked for, is there and operational.
‘For sure’ isn’t just an expression. These protocols are
there to prove it in writing.”

